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Stephen Williams our candidate for
Regional Mayor of the West of
England, said "We have a real
opportunity to make walking and cycling
a much more pleasant and safe activity.
I'd like to see the building of a new
footbridge from Redcliffe Backs across
to Welsh Back, linking with
pedestrianised King Street. We should
also pedestrianise the whole of Corn
Street making a living heart for the
centre of Bristol."

The Bristol Lib Dem Central team has
been following developments with
regards to the closure of roads for

easier access to pedestrians and cyclists
closely. However, we would hope that
any further changes will give greater
consideration to accessibility for those
with reduced mobility. Bristol Central
Ward Liberal Democrat candidate Zac
Barker, said “Keeping the City Centre air
clean must not come at the expense of
those with less mobility”.

Bristol City Council must also keep
aware of the danger of
disproportionately affecting parts of
Central Ward with air pollution just by
displacing it with such road measures
elsewhere.

We encourage the council to look into
supporting biodiversity infrastructure,
such as the planting of vertical gardens,
moss walls and parklet planters to
provide a natural mitigations against air
pollution.

We want the centre of our city to be a
great place for residents to live in, with
clean air and safe streets. We want the
thousands of people who pass through
our neighbourhoods every day to do so
in a sustainable way, preferably walking
or cycling or by low emissions public
transport.

ACTIVE TRAVEL FOR PEDESTRIANS AND CYCLISTS
MUST NOT EXCLUDE THE LESS MOBILE

The Council is backtracking on plans to
ban diesels from the city centre and
create a clean air zone. Having spent
several years failing to tackle
dangerous air pollution, the Mayor has
gone back to the drawing board again.

The new plan, sparked by coronavirus
related traffic changes, involves further
city-centre road closures and more space
for walking and cycling. There will also be

more air quality monitoring, with an
intention to take more rapid measures if
needed.

Lib Dems have welcomed the change of
direction, while regretting the time and
money wasted already. However, money
needs to be found for these alternative
solutions, and the council must be open
and honest with the traffic data to
persuade Bristolians of their merits.

“More walking and cycling is great,” says
Mary Page, Lib Dem Mayoral
candidate, “but the council needs to offer
public transport improvements too. We
must also make sure that the
vulnerable are not unduly
disadvantaged by the changes.”
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It’s a worrying time for parents with
children in year 6, looking for a
secondary school place. There is a
shortfall of hundreds of places for
2021, exacerbated after a new
secondary school in Central East has
been delayed yet again.

Central Bristol is a difficult location for
parents looking for local secondary
school places. St Mary Redcliffe and
Temple School prioritises by church
attendance in their oversubscription
criteria. Nearby Bristol Cathedral Choir
School mainly offers places through
random allocation. Neighbouring
Colston’s Girls’ School also uses
random allocation in their
oversubscription criteria, with 25% of
those places going to families living as
far away as postcodes SN14 and GL13.

Children and young people with
Special Educational Needs and
Disabilities (SEND) are also struggling

with school place planning. A total of
196 pupils have been left without a
suitable specialist setting to meet their
needs due to a lack of places in the
city. This sees some children being sent
to schools in other local authorities,
with many facing long journeys to and
from school.

Other children with SEND will find
themselves in Alternative Provision
after failing to have their needs met in
mainstream schools.

Working for you – all year round!

SCHOOL PLACES AND SEND IN BRISTOL

The Bristol Liberal Democrats
have long opposed the Labour
cuts of public toilets throughout
the city. The city centre in
particular has seen a great reduction
in these facilities. The lack of
provision of public toilets is an
affront to people’s dignity and
massively short-changes taxpayers.

When questioned on this issue
Labour Central Councillor Paul
Smith has been flippant and evasive.
During the pandemic temporary
public toilets set up in the centre by
the council were at times locked
closed during stated opening hours.

Bristol Liberal Democrat leader
Gary Hopkins has called public
toilets “a pretty vital resource the
city council is generally expected
to provide”.

Liberal Democrat candidate for
Central Ward Zac Barker calls
this issue “a question of basic
human dignity that demands
action” and pledges to work to
improve access to public toilet
facilities. In the Central Ward he will
work to persuade more local
businesses to join the Bristol City
Council Community Toilet Scheme.
They will also push for the opening
of accessible public toilet facilities
in the City Centre.

PUBLIC
TOILETS
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Homelessness in Bristol
Homelessness is becoming an
increasingly visible problem for
Bristol, not least within Central
Ward. However, the Labour
controlled Council has used the
controversial 1824 Vagrancy Act to
criminalise several of Bristol’s
homeless population. This law
allows the police to arrest and

give criminal records to individuals simply for being homeless.

Bristol Liberal Democrats favour a more holistic approach to
addressing the problem of homelessness that does not victimise
those less fortunate. Last year the Bristol Liberal Democrats
launched a project, managed by Central Ward candidate Zac Barker,
called ‘Living Without a Home’. The purpose of the project was to
come up with a single idea for local change in order to help address
homelessness and campaign for its implementation. After a public
consultation with charity groups and activists the Living Without a
Home team will shortly be launching it’s campaign for constructive
local change to address homelessness in our city. Lib Dem Central
Ward candidate, Zac Barker calls for “community informed,
humane and constructive action” to address this pressing issue.
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Sign up for our eNews
We residents abreast of local and city-wide news
via our e-newsletter.
Sign up here: www.bristollibdems.org/efocus

Contact Zac Barker
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